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Abstract: Computational methods have become reliable tools in many disciplines for research and industrial design. There are, however, an ever-increasing number of details waiting to be included in the models and software, including, e.g., chemical reactions and many physical phenomena, such as particle and droplet behavior and their interactions. The dominant method for copper production, flash smelting, has been extensively investigated, but the settler part of the furnace containing molten high temperature melts termed slag and matte, still lacks a computational modeling tool. In this paper, two commercial modeling software programs have been used for simulating slag–matte interactions in the settler, the target being first to develop a robust computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model and, second, to apply a new approach for molten droplet behavior in a continuum. The latter is based on CFD coupled with the discrete element method (DEM), which was originally developed for modeling solid particle–particle interactions and movement, and is applied here for individual droplets for the first time. The results suggest distinct settling flow phenomena and the significance of droplet coalescence for settling velocity and efficiency. The computing capacity requirement for both approaches is the main limiting factor preventing full-scale geometry modeling with detailed droplet interactions.
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1. Introduction

In the flash smelting (FS) process, a mixture of sulfide-based concentrate and flux is continuously fed to the reaction shaft through a concentrate burner. Additional recycled materials, such as copper scrap and waste electrical and electronic equipment (WEEE) scrap can be used in the flash smelting feed. With the solid feed, oxygen enriched air is also blown through the burner. The air is used to create the exothermic reaction of sulfide oxidation, which creates the energy needed to melt the feed. This forms molten slag and matte phases as separate layers in the settler, with the lighter slag layer on top of the matte layer. The main functions of the slag are to protect the matte from oxygen, collect impurities such as Zn, Co, Ni, Sb, As, and Mo [1–3], and thermally insulate the matte to minimize energy losses. The slag and matte are tapped through tapping holes in the furnace wall. Unlike the feed, the tapping takes place at regular intervals, which causes variations in the thickness of the melt layers. Besides the melts, SO₂ gas is also formed. The gas exits through the uptake shaft carrying dust that is collected in gas cleaning, and the gas is then used in sulfuric acid production. In addition, the thermal energy of the gas is recovered and used for heating input gases and possibly for the local community. The collected dust is then circulated back to the process [4].

The slag and matte layers are not stagnant in this continuous process. More material constantly descends from the reaction shaft and matte droplets settle through the slag layer, creating flows in the
matte and slag layers. Xia et al. studied the slag and matte flows in a FS settler [5–7]. They found that tapping of the slag and the matte creates complex turbulent flows in the settler. The flows are not uniform: the effect of the tapping flow is reduced as the distance to the tapping hole increases. Furthermore, the region affected by the tapping decreases as the flow velocity is reduced.

However, the area under the reaction shaft has strong flows as the majority of the droplets will be descending relatively directly from the concentrate burner. Similar trajectories have been reported in a study by Zhou et al. [8]. Studies by Khan and Jokilaakso, and Jylhä and Jokilaakso show a funneling effect created by drag flows in the slag [9,10]. These drag flows were caused by settling matte droplets.

Mechanical copper losses in the FS process can be traced to copper as flue dust or matte entrained in the slag. The settling of matte droplets through the slag phase in the FS furnace (FSF) as shown in Figure 1, is an important phenomenon and determines the overall copper yield in the smelting unit process. The copper losses during the settling process are due, in addition to the mechanical entrainment of the copper matte droplets, to the chemical dissolution of copper in the slag phase. This not only reveals the loss of matte droplets during the settling process, but also how quick the settling process is. The entrainment of matte droplets has been studied by many researchers [11–17] and it has been concluded that mostly droplets ≤100 µm in size are trapped in the slag phase and are ultimately carried away in the slag phase through the slag outlet.

![Figure 1. Illustration of the Outotec flash smelting furnace.](image)

The entrained copper losses to slag are due to, for example, solid spinels, small size, or droplets being lifted from the surface of the matte layer [18–20]. Spinels may be attached to a droplet or surround the droplet completely [21]. The attached spinel affects the settling of the droplet: the bulk density of the droplet–spinel entity is lower than that of a droplet without an attached spinel, but the size of the entity increases. Thus, the attached spinel may either increase or decrease the settling velocity of the droplet–spinel entity. However, as the droplet–spinel has better wetting with the slag than the matte, and has lower density than the matte, the droplet–spinel entity cannot enter the matte layer, and thus, droplets with spinel may be removed with the slag in tapping. Additionally, turbulence can lift parts of the surface layer of the matte to the slag [18]. Furthermore, the distance between the tapping hole and the slag–matte interface affects copper losses. In a study by Jiménez et al. [19], matte droplets were
found to form a dispersion layer above the matte surface. With too short a distance between the matte surface and the tapping hole, droplets from the dispersion layer may be sucked upwards and removed through the tapping hole. According to their study, at least 20 cm distance is needed to minimize the quantity of droplets sucked from the dispersion layer.

To limit mechanical copper losses, several parameters should be optimized [22]. The density difference between the slag and the matte should be as high as possible, while the viscosity of the slag should be as low as possible. Also, the matte droplets should be as large as possible. These three factors decrease the residence time of the matte droplets in the slag. The density difference and the slag viscosity are greatly affected by slag chemistry and variations in solid content, oxygen levels, and temperature in the slag. The droplet size is affected by coalescence and reactions, which are also affected by the properties of the slag and droplets themselves.

Mathematical and computational modeling of pyrometallurgical processes and furnaces started decades ago, as there was an increasing need for better understanding of the phenomena occurring inside them. A significant increase in modeling development has been seen since the introduction of commercially available computational fluid dynamics (CFD) software. The development of the Outotec flash smelting furnace (FSF) and process modeling has been reviewed in a recent review paper [23]. The aim of the modeling studies reported here is to find a feasible computational method by using commercial simulation software packages for gaining a better understanding of the fluid dynamics of the settling matte droplets in the slag layer. After validating the fluid dynamics behavior with physical model results, additional droplet–droplet or droplet–spinel interactions and chemical reactions between matte droplets and slag will be included in the simulation. However, as the geometries and phenomena in the models are computationally extremely intensive, the additional features have to be included one by one as a longer-term target. Finally, the models and knowledge developed will be used to help find ways to reduce copper losses and develop processes and their operational efficiency in a similar manner as has been done with the FS reaction shaft models [23]. In this paper, the fluid dynamics modeling results are presented, and the results obtained with the two software packages are compared. The settling flow behavior of the molten matte phase has been revealed, and the results from statistical (or traditional) CFD modeling and from the new CFD–DEM coupling approach are consistent, suggesting a channeling or funneling kind of flow pattern.

The software used in this study was ANSYS® Fluent 19.2 and EDEM® 2019.1 with EDEM-Fluent coupling v2.2 provided by DEM Solutions Ltd., Edinburgh, Scotland, UK [24].

2. Methods

Information or research reports on the breakup or coalescence of matte droplets in the FS settler in the literature are scarce. Therefore, this study focused on this part of the process so that the entraining and settling behavior of matte droplets could be investigated thoroughly.

2.1. Population Balance Model

The high-volume fraction of the dispersed matte phase during the settling process in the FS settler was described by the population balance model (Eulerian–Eulerian approach). The dispersed phase model (DPM, Eulerian–Lagrange approach) method has limitations when the volume fraction is above 10%, since computational time becomes expensive. Several methods are available for droplet classifications using the population balance model. These include size class formation and the moment method. Size class formation divides the system into several size groups. Therefore, it is a more accurate way to estimate the system. Size classes are further classified into the homogeneous and inhomogeneous methods. The homogeneous method classifies the different size groups into a single velocity field, which means it treats all the size groups as one phase and, therefore, the results from this method are not as accurate. In contrast, the inhomogeneous method defines a velocity profile for each size group, so this method is more feasible for an accurate representation of a system that contains different size groups. The inhomogeneous method has been used for an oil, water and air system [25],
and it accurately predicted the system. Therefore, this method was preferred for this study as well. However, defining the different size groups with the inhomogeneous method is not enough, since the model equations need to be parametrized to truly depict the scenario population balance, especially for coalescence efficiency and frequency, to capture the correct coalescence rate. Nonetheless, since it is not easy to obtain experimental data under the harsh conditions of the settler, these methods may give a good estimate of what is happening inside the settler.

The population balance model distributes different droplet sizes into various size groups. These groups represent a range of droplet sizes and the volume fraction of each droplet size is estimated through mathematical models. The equation representing the population balance model (PBE) in a control volume is shown in Equation (1) [26].

\[
\frac{\partial f(x, \xi, t)}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (V(x, \xi, t) f(x, \xi, t)) = S(x, \xi, t)
\]

where \(f\) represents the density function with parameters: \(x, \xi, \) and \(t\), where \(x\) represents the physical coordinates, and \(\xi\) represents the internal coordinates of the particle, for example, diameter. Internal coordinates could be either a scalar or a vector depending on how many properties of the droplet or particle you wish to include. Since in this work the focus is on the diameter of the droplet, \(\xi\) is considered as a scalar. Finally, \(t\) represents the time, \(V\) represents velocity, and \(S\) an external source term.

If the death and birth of particles are not considered, then the number of particles in a control volume is constant, and

\[
\frac{dN}{dx} = \frac{\partial f(x, \xi, t)}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (V(x, \xi, t) f(x, \xi, t)) = S(x, \xi, t) = 0
\] (2)

Two different schemes, the class method and the moment method, are available for estimating the particle size distribution (PSD) in the domain. The class method divides the PSD into various discrete size groups and each size group is represented by the PBE. For some applications, the multiple size groups (MUSIG) model has been developed, which uses a homogeneous and inhomogeneous approach to solve the PSD field.

Inhomogeneous particle size distribution was used for this work since homogeneous PSD schemes use a single velocity field for all particle sizes groups and therefore, may not be an accurate representation of the velocity fields for different size groups. In contrast, inhomogeneous PSD uses different velocity fields for the size groups [26].

2.2. Coalescence Model

The Luo coalescence model [27] over-predicts the coalescence frequency and requires adjustment of coefficients in the equation using sensitivity analysis and validation with experimental data [28]. Therefore, the turbulence model was used for detailed analysis. However, a few results from the Luo model are presented as well for comparison. The turbulence model is governed by the following empirical equations.

The droplet collision rate is determined by the local shear within the eddy in the suspension mixture and is represented by the following equation [29]

\[
a(L_i, L_j) = \zeta T \frac{8\pi \zeta (L_i + L_j)^3}{15 \cdot 8}
\]

(3)
where $\dot{Y}$ is the shear rate of the droplet and $\varsigma T$ is the capture efficiency coefficient of turbulent collision. Finally, the aggregation or coalescence rate is determined by the equation presented below [30]. The Brownian effect is negligible in turbulent flows and on droplet scale, so it was excluded.

$$a(L_i, L_j) = \varsigma T 2^{2/3} \sqrt{n} \frac{(L_i + L_j)^2}{4} \sqrt{\left(U_i^2 + U_j^2\right)}$$

(4)

2.3. Coupled CFD–DEM

Matte settling through the slag was also investigated with CFD coupled to a discrete element method (DEM). With the CFD–DEM method, individual droplets can be simulated by approximating them as soft spheres that are affected by slag flow. In the coupling, CFD is used to calculate the slag flow and drag forces for each droplet, while DEM is used to solve the contact forces and movement of the droplets. Additional models can be used to take more complex phenomena, such as coalescence, into account. CFD and DEM are not computed simultaneously; instead, first CFD solves one time step and transfers the drag forces to DEM, which then calculates until the CFD time step is reached and returns the droplet locations to CFD. Generally, DEM calculates several time steps between each CFD time step as the CFD time steps are longer. The basic principle of CFD–DEM simulation is illustrated in Figure 2.

![Illustration of the computational fluid dynamics–discrete element method (CFD–DEM) calculation process.](image)

In CFD–DEM simulation, coalescence was calculated using the bubble coalescence probability by Wang et al. [31], which was calculated for every droplet–droplet contact. If the probability was at least 50%, the droplets were considered to have coalesced.

2.4. Geometry Dimensions and Materials

As CFD–DEM is a computationally demanding method, the FS settler model had to be scaled down for studying the settling phenomenon. The high computational demand is caused by using two methods in parallel and solving interactions of a very large number of individual elements. The geometry for the slag was a cube with 20 cm sides, as presented in Figure 3. As both slag and matte descend from the reaction shaft, the droplet and slag inlet was set at the center of the top face of the cube, while the tapping hole was depicted with a small tube on one side. The inlet and tapping hole had diameters of 15 cm and 1.5 cm, respectively. The slag flow rate (70 t/h) was taken from the literature [6] and scaled down with the reaction shaft diameter (4.5 m) reported in the literature [32]. The matte droplet feed rate was set as 40% of the slag feed rate and varied in size according to a normal distribution. The values of the slag and matte parameters used in the simulation are listed in Table 1.
Figure 3. Geometry and mesh of the CFD model for CFD–DEM simulation. Inlet (blue) on the top and tapping hole (red) on the right side.

Table 1. Values of the slag and matte parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Slag</th>
<th>Matte</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feed rate (kg/s)</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>0.0086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\rho$ (kg/m$^3$)</td>
<td>3150</td>
<td>5100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viscosity (kg/ms)</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean diameter (µm)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An additional user-defined model was used to simulate coalescence of the matte droplets. Coalescence was approximated by deleting the coalescing droplets and creating a new one in their center of mass with a mass equal to the sum of the deleted ones. Due to the limitations of the model, coalescence was instantaneous. The maximum size for coalesced droplets was limited to 2 mm, as larger droplets caused the software to use all the available memory due to the coalescence affecting too many droplets at once.

This scaled-down settler geometry with similar slag and matte physical properties was modeled with CFD software as well. However, in addition to the previous research in this regard (single particle size of 500 µm) [10] and the CFD–DEM modeling part, in this CFD modeling the particle size distribution (PSD) scheme was also applied. The final selection and distribution of different droplets present in the initial mixture (PSD) were taken from the work of Jun 2018 [33], which is presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Size distribution of the droplets at the inlet.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matte Droplets Size (µm)</th>
<th>Mass %</th>
<th>Volume Fraction in Mixture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>0.201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Parallel with the development of these computational models, experimental investigations were ongoing on laboratory scale. The kinetics of slag–matte reactions [34,35] at temperatures prevailing in the FSF was studied in a vertical tube furnace in air and argon (oxygen-free) atmospheres simulating...
the settler area reactions between matte droplets and partly and nonreacted feed particles. Additionally, the main impurity elements (Sb, As, Bi) and pieces of waste electric and electronic equipment (WEEE) \([36]\) were used in the experiments.

3. Results

3.1. CFD Simulation

Coalescence was studied using the Luo coalescence model \([27]\) and the turbulence coalescence model \([30]\); however, the Luo model over-predicted the results. For example, the coalescence rate was quite high and almost all the smaller-sized droplets were coalesced into large size droplets, and therefore, the concentration of large droplets was high in the scaled-down settler. The results after 20 s are presented in Table 3. The results were obtained at a plane passing through the center of the scaled-down settler at \(x = 0\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Droplet Size ((\mu m))</th>
<th>Volume Fraction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1300</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Volume Fraction Contour for Droplet Size 1300 μm" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>900</td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Volume Fraction Contour for Droplet Size 900 μm" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Volume Fraction Contour for Droplet Size 500 μm" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the above results it can be concluded that all the smaller size droplets had coalesced into large size droplets and were not present in the settler after 20 s, which reveals that the coalescence rate was unrealistic. However, even though the coalescence rate might not be accurate, the model shows similar flowing behavior as depicted in the CFD–DEM method below. Thus, it can be concluded that the flow is aligned more towards the center of the settler forming a conical shape. The turbulence model was also used in lieu of the Luo model to obtain a comparison, and the results are presented in Table 4.
The volume fraction contours for the small-sized settler, taken at a plane in the center of the settler at $x = 0.1$ for 500 $\mu$m droplets, are presented in Table 4. It can be deduced that coalescence mostly occurred near the top of the slag surface, and as the particles started to settle, they took their own path. Second, the volume fraction was decreasing towards the larger size droplets, which shows that a small number of droplets bigger than 900 $\mu$m were present in the settler. Almost all the droplets reached the bottom of the settler within 20 s. In the future, it would be good to focus the study of droplet coalescence on sizes between 500–1000 $\mu$m.

The velocity vector profiles for the small settler model with 500 $\mu$m droplets are presented in Table 5. The velocity vector profiles confirm the formation of a funnel-shaped flow. After entering the slag layer, the flow channels the droplets towards the center of the settler.
The volume fraction contours for the full-sized settler taken at the center plane of the settler \((x = 0.5)\) containing the settler inlet and slag outlet are presented in Table 6. These volume fraction contours reveal that most of the coalescence occurred at the surface of the slag. However, a small number of droplets also coalesced during the descending route because of the turbulence underneath the inlet. This chaotic behavior was created because of the reverse flows caused by vortices and slag movement in the upward direction due to the density difference. This phenomenon is presented in the velocity vector profiles in Table 7.

### Table 6. Volume fraction contours for 500 μm droplets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time (Sec.)</th>
<th>Volume fraction contours for 500 μm droplets.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Volume fraction contours for 500 μm droplets" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Volume fraction contours for 500 μm droplets" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Volume fraction contours for 500 μm droplets" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 7. Velocity Vector Contours for 500 μm Droplets (m/s).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time (sec.)</th>
<th>Velocity Vector Contours for 500 μm Droplets (m/s).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Velocity Vector Contours for 500 μm Droplets" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td><img src="image5" alt="Velocity Vector Contours for 500 μm Droplets" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td><img src="image6" alt="Velocity Vector Contours for 500 μm Droplets" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finally, when we compare the volume fraction contours of the smaller-sized settler presented in Table 4, and the volume fraction contours of the full-size settler presented in Table 6, we can observe a significant difference. This is because in the full-size settler instead of a single funnel-shaped flow, different locally channeled flows are formed, which is exhibited in the profile. The same phenomenon is depicted in the velocity vector profiles in Tables 5 and 7.

The velocity vector profiles of 500 μm droplets are presented at a plane of the settler center \((x = 0.5)\). This vector profile exhibits the development of 500 μm droplets and settling behavior. As the matte and slag mixture enters the settler, the matte droplets start settling, and after separation the
slag circulates upwards. This creates a turbulent flow and vortices underneath the inlet illustrated by the vector profiles, which also confirm the formation of the local channeling flows aligned to their centers.

Compared to the 900 μm droplets, 1300 μm droplets are present in the settler in fairly low numbers, which is revealed by the number fraction of the different-sized matte droplets plot in Figure 4 and the volume fraction distribution in Figure 5. Figure 5 shows the volume fraction distribution of different-sized droplets present in the settler at different time intervals. Figure 4 also illustrates that a higher number of small droplets are present in the system, which suggests that their coalescence rate is low, and thus, the coalescence rate is low in general. The dominant droplet size is smaller than 300 μm.

![Figure 4. Number fraction distribution of different-sized droplets inside the settler.](image)

![Figure 5. Volume fraction distribution curves.](image)

The volume fraction distribution curves presented in Figure 5 show that most of the droplets are between 200 μm to 400 μm. The peak of these curves is usually achieved at around 300 μm. This is also an indication that the transition to large droplets above 400 μm is significantly low.

### 3.2. Coupled CFD–DEM Simulation

The CFD–DEM simulation revealed a strong funneling effect in the settling droplet cloud. The effect was caused by the drag of the settling matte, pulling droplets towards the centerline of the cloud,
and subsequently increasing the bulk density as the droplets became more closely packed. This caused an increased settling velocity which, in turn, increased the drag, and thus, created a self-sustaining funneling effect. However, the CFD–DEM simulation did not show the development of two light matte streams that can be seen at 15 s in Table 4. The development of the effect is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Formation of the funneling effect in the slag at 5 s, 10 s, 20 s, and 40 s.

The funneling effect increased the settling efficiency of the matte by increasing the settling velocity, as presented in Figure 7. Also shown is a comparison to a calculated velocity. Stokes’s law was used to calculate the settling velocity for an average droplet size for every 0.5 s, while the function calculator in Ansys CFD-Post was used to calculate the average downward slag flow velocity. These were summed to obtain the calculated velocity, which was found to match well with the results from the simulation. The average velocity decreased as the cloud reached the slag–matte interface. The decrease was caused by the slag scattering droplets on the outer sides of the bottom cloud. The scattering was caused by downward flowing slag being deflected by the matte. As the droplets were scattered, some of the smaller droplets were pushed sideways and slightly upwards, prolonging the residence time of the droplets. Some of these droplets were removed through the tapping hole. Also, some of the droplets
could have been trapped by the slag flows, preventing them from settling onto the matte layer and leading to copper losses.

![Figure 7. Average velocity of droplets and calculated velocity.](image)

In addition to the funneling effect, droplet size has a significant effect on settling. The droplet size increases as two droplets collide and coalesce. The droplet size can be seen to increase rapidly near the surface of the slag as drag decelerates the falling droplets. The average diameter of the droplets in the whole slag layer at 60 s was 627 µm. As the droplets started to settle and coalesce, the size increased rapidly, averaging around 1280 µm below a depth of 50 mm, as presented in Figure 8. However, the size distribution and the figure show that a significant number of the droplets coalesced very near the slag surface.

![Figure 8. Droplet sizes in the slag layer at 60 s. The 50 mm settling distance is marked with a line.](image)

The total feed rate was around 25,000 droplets per second. The cloud penetrated the slag layer in around 23 s, during which time over 500,000 droplets were injected in the slag. However, the droplet numbers in the simulation are significantly lower due to the high coalescence rate; 72% of all droplets in the simulation had coalesced. As can be seen in Figure 9, the droplet number peaks at around 135,000 droplets at the 12 second mark, but then begins to decrease. The decrease can be accounted
for by the start of the funnel formation, which pulls the droplets closer together and thus enhances coalescence. However, the number of coalesced droplets does not show a similar peak during the funnel formation period, which can be explained by the increasing droplet diameter as the coalesced droplets further coalesce with each other. The average diameter stabilized soon after the funnel effect had fully formed. Also, the number of droplets in the simulation stabilized at around 124,000 after 30 s.

Figure 9. Droplet count and diameter development during the simulation.

4. Discussion

In the literature, [5,7] research regarding matte droplets settling through the slag phase was conducted at steady state using the Eulerian–Eulerian approach. In addition, the Eulerian–Lagrangian approach has been used to study the paths of individual droplets during settling and the effect of the slag tapping position and velocity on settling [6]. The conclusion drawn in these studies was that mostly droplets of 100 μm and below remained suspended in the slag phase, and that a higher tapping velocity and tap position close to the inlet disturbed the settling and entrapped the matte droplets. Similar conclusions were later drawn when using the Eulerian–Eulerian approach and transition state conditions while studying 100 μm, 300 μm, and 500 μm sized droplets individually [10]. The current investigation continued by adding the coalescence of droplets. Furthermore, instead of mono-sized droplets at the inlet, a mixture of different-sized droplets as reported in literature [33] were used for the inlet conditions, and the results from the full-scale settler were consistent with those reported earlier [6,7,10].

As expected, large droplets settled quickly and droplets of 500 μm and above mostly settled within 90 s. However, small droplets below 500 μm were still settling after 90 s, especially the 100 μm and 50 μm droplets, which were mostly dispersed inside the slag. Additionally, the formation of a vortex under the inlet and chaotic flows due to opposing currents of matte droplets trying to settle [7], and the lighter slag phase moving upwards were likewise observed in this work. Nonetheless, the coalescence rate of large droplets was relatively low, as indicated by the low volume fraction of 900 μm and 1300 μm sized droplets. In the future work, more droplets with a wider size distribution will be used as the inlet condition to get closer to the real situation.

The results in the down-scaled model and industrial scale geometry suggested a funneling settling of the matte phase. However, in the industrial scale simulation, there were several funnels whereas in the small model, only one central funnel formed. Intuitively, it is quite obvious that the large inlet area
of the industrial settler would not produce only one single channel for the whole matte phase, but rather, several localized “nucleation” sites from where the funneled settling would start.

The settling of individual matte droplets was simulated using CFD–DEM coupling. The funneling effect was also formed in the slag layer as the drag pulled the droplets towards the centerline of the settling cluster. The funneling effect increased the settling velocity of the droplets, and thus, increased the settling efficiency.

A user-defined model for coalescence was also included in the CFD–DEM simulation. The behavior of the droplets, and consequently, coalescence is practically impossible to observe in a real FS process due to the extreme environment in the furnace. However, the effects of the coalescence in the simulations seemed reasonable: the settling velocity of the droplets increased due to the increasing size of the droplets. Also, coalesced droplets created a relatively large size distribution in the slag layer. Compared to the Eulerian–Eulerian method, the coalescence rate was higher in the CFD–DEM simulation. This difference could have been caused by different methods for solving the droplet–droplet contact or coalescence criteria. Nonetheless, some of the smaller droplets did not coalesce and never settled, and consequently, they were entrained in the slag and would have caused copper losses.

Due to computational instabilities, the maximum droplet size had to be limited to 2 mm. This could have had some effect on settling, as some droplets could have grown more, leading to a smaller number of droplets with a larger average size. They would cause stronger drag, and thus strengthen the funneling effect. However, the number of such large droplets would most likely be relatively low, limiting their effect. Also, very large droplets could break into smaller ones due to inertial forces. Furthermore, a significant majority of the droplets would most likely be much smaller.

The funneling effect and coalescence together formed a kind of feedback loop. Coalescence increased the droplet size which increased drag, and subsequently strengthened the funneling effect. The effect caused the droplets to move closer to each other, which consequently increased the coalescence rate. Both phenomena increased the settling velocity. The results were in good agreement with the values calculated by combining the average slag flow velocity and Stokes’s law velocity of an average-sized droplet.

The slag flow deflecting from the matte surface created a kind of dispersion layer above the slag–matte interface, as some of the smaller droplets were pushed sideways with the slag. This kind of layer has also been reported in the literature [20]. Some droplets from the dispersion layer were sucked by the tapping hole, leading to copper losses. Such a situation can be seen in Figure 6; however, the effect in the simulation is likely over-emphasized by the small geometry as the tapping hole is much closer to the matte–slag interface than it would be in a real settler.

The use of well-established CFD modeling with the commercial and widely used tool ANSYS Fluent, together with a coupled CFD–DEM modeling with EDEM software was the first computational attempt to understand the settling of matte droplets in the FS settler. The results of the scaled-down geometry obtained with both computational approaches suggest that droplet coalescence plays a crucial role in the resulting flow pattern. The matte droplets entering the slag surface layer coalesce rapidly causing accelerated settling which, in turn, drags the droplets towards a central path or channel down to the underlaying matte layer. In the full-scale geometry, in contrast, the flow of matte droplets, although quickly coalescing, seems to follow a more complicated settling pattern. This is believed to be due to the more complicated flow of the continuous slag phase induced by the input material flow.

A comparison of the two computational approaches for the matte settling phenomena can be seen in Figure 10, where the small-scale model results from the CFD and CFD–DEM models are shown. Based on the computational results of the small-scale model of the matte droplets settling through the slag layer, it seems to be fair to conclude that the two approaches used, CFD and coupled CFD–DEM, both predict the settling pattern to be channeled or funneled to a central “trail” of coalescing droplets. However, these results have to be validated by a physical model before this can be confirmed.

The relation of the funneling effect and size of the settling cloud requires further study. In a real FS furnace, the area corresponding to the inlet in the model is significantly larger. The diameter of
the reaction shaft can be, for example, 4.5 m compared to the 15 cm of the scaled-down model in this study. Additionally, the inlet area would not be as well defined as in the computational study. Instead, there would be a gradient in the feed density. Further research is needed to evaluate the effect of these factors on the formation and strength of the funneling effect. Moreover, the small geometry of the model may affect the ease of forming the funneling effect as walls close to the cloud may create stronger turbulence in the slag. Thus, larger model geometry should also be studied and the funneling effect experimentally validated with a physical water–oil model. The results of the validation will be presented in a future article.

Further development is needed to improve the accuracy of the coalescence model. An improved coalescence model could decrease memory issues (especially with the CFD–DEM computation), if the droplet size limit were increased. In addition, simulating the formation and effect of spinel particles should be considered. DEM is capable of simulating spinel particles too, but their attachment to droplets and formation require an additional model. The spinel model would also be supplemented by a reaction kinetics model. However, development of these two models would require further development in the software used as well. Additionally, a more powerful computer is required until full-scale settler simulations with CFD–DEM can be considered as even small-scale simulations take a long time. For example, the small cube simulation took over a month of computing and the larger model [9] took over two months with Intel Xeon E3-1230 v5 @ 3.4 GHz.

5. Conclusions

A comparison of two computational approaches, CFD and CFD–DEM, was carried out for the matte settling phenomena in settler geometries. The results of the small-scale model of matte droplets settling through a slag layer suggest that the settling flow pattern is channeled or funneled as a central trail of coalescing droplets. For a sounder conclusion, these results still have to be validated by a physical model. Nevertheless, as a conclusion, the applicability of the coupled CFD–DEM software equal to CFD software for the liquid–liquid system used in this study can be confirmed.

One conclusion regarding the settling pattern of matte droplets in the industrial scale settler geometry, is that it is plausible that the droplets coalesce and form centralized funnels instead of settling uniformly across the whole inlet area. This phenomenon is beneficial for the efficient separation of the
slag and matte phases, and thus, for the recovery of the metal. Consistently with industrial reality, the smallest droplets were very slow to settle, and consequently they require a very long time or a very thin slag layer to reach the matte layer before the slag leaves the settler through the tapping hole. One option could be to operate with continuous tapping and a thin slag layer.

The studied case clearly indicated that the current computing power is still the limiting step in computer modeling of a full-scale industrial settler with realistic droplet coalescence calculation. Although there are some similarities in the settling pattern in the small- and full-scale models, they are too different for conclusions to be made based on the small-scale model. This poses a challenge for the validation of the full-scale model results as there are no possibilities for direct observations of the flow phenomena in the molten slag layer inside the settler. So far, the only option is to compare copper losses from the CFD model with industrial data [10].
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